Abstract-Under high dynamic and weak signal environment in the satellite Tracking, Telemetry and Command (TT&C) systems, the carrier acquisition and tracking can't be easily achieved. In this paper, an improved two-stage high dynamic and weak signal carrier acquisition and tracking are presented for perfect carrier synchronization. The typical U.S. Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) high dynamic carrier model is adopted here to develop the proposed carrier acquisition and tracking performance. In the first stage, the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) based cyclic shifting accumulation periodogram carrier acquisition method is proposed to obtain the coarse carrier frequency offsets as well as the Doppler rate efficiently and quickly. In this procedure, the replacement of the time domain multiplication with the frequency domain cyclic shifting is proposed for low complexity. Also a variable rate sampling is adopted for better accuracy of FFT carrier spectrum calculation. In the second stage, a second-order Frequency Locked Loop (FLL) assisted by a third-order phase locked loop (PLL) is proposed to correct the residual carrier frequency and phase offsets and achieve a much fine carrier recovery. In these two stages, the structure of the proposed algorithm is also analyzed for optimal synchronization parameter selection. The simulation results show that the proposed carrier acquisition and tracking method performs efficiently under a high dynamic and low Signal-to-Noise Rate (SNR) environment for the satellite transmission applications. Therefore, the proposed carrier synchronization method is quite pragmatic and it can be effectively applied in the high dynamic and low SNR satellite communications with high efficiency and low complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the satellite TT&C systems, especially for the LowEarth-Orbit (LEO) satellites, there are large relative speed and acceleration phenomena between the satellites and the ground stations. They cause the high dynamic Doppler phenomenon, including the Doppler frequency and Doppler rate, i.e. the acceleration of the Doppler frequency, which degrade the satellite signal reception at the ground stations [1] . And the long distance between the satellite and the station also results in low SNR transmission environment, which further deteriorates the signal detection in the ground station receivers. So the signal receptions in the satellite communications are confronted with the challenge of the carrier synchronization, especially for the high dynamic and weak satellite communication signals.
Traditionally, carrier synchronization was performed by two stages of the carrier acquisition and tracking [2] . The research statuses of them were as follows.
(1) For the carrier acquisition, i.e. the coarse estimate of the Doppler frequency and Doppler rate, it can be implemented by the linear prediction based frequency estimation [3] . But it was suffered from large acquisition latency and it can't work efficiently at low SNRs. Also the satellite receiver can't detect and demodulate the satellite signals in real time easily under the high dynamic environments. Accompanied with the development of the FFT technology, modern signal processing and the digital signal processor, FFT based practical frequency domain carrier acquisition occurred [2] . By the frequency domain analysis of the time domain correlated integrations, the instantaneous carrier frequency can be located to achieve fast carrier acquisition and it assisted the successive carrier tracking [4] . Then, there were mainly three classes of the classic carrier acquisition algorithms, such as the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation [5] , the CrossProduct Automatic Frequency Control (CPAFC) [6] , [7] , the extended Kalman filter (EKF) and the improved methods [8] , [9] , which had been applied in the Mar exploration rovery entry [10] . They were also analyzed and compared in [11] , [12] . ML estimation algorithm can obtain a fine estimation of the frequency and phase at the cost of highest computational complexity and very poor real-time capability. Also an improved ML method for the joint estimation of the Instantaneous Frequency (IF) and Instantaneous Frequency Rate (IFR) was proposed to reduce two-dimensional grid search as one dimension for low complexity. But there was little loss of accuracy [13] . The CPAFC algorithm was a negative feedback working system by the frequency discriminator. It was easily limited by the loop bandwidth and was difficult to work efficiently for both the dynamic property and low-SNR. EKF algorithm approximately processed the nonlinear parametric equations linearly, and it iteratively estimated the current state by input signals with high estimation accuracy. But the high complexity of the implementation led to the difficulty of very high speed computation. Furthermore, EKF method estimated the signal phase and it had quite slow convergence rate, as well as the narrow acquisition range. In short summary, among the above three classes of the carrier acquisition algorithm, the ML estimation algorithm was the most proper method suited for the high dynamic and low SNR environment in satellite communications. But it still needed to be further optimized for low complexity in practice. Besides the above three basic algorithms, there were also modified carrier acquisition method. In [10] , a new carrier acquisition method was proposed as the multiple path time domain change rate matching and the maximum of the FFT calculation module, which captured the Doppler frequency and the first-order Doppler rate. But it required much accurate matching of the time domain change rate. So it needed huge quantity of the matching paths, which resulted in the enormous computation, which restricted it from application in practice. In [11] , a periodogram based ML algorithm was proposed to reduce the matching accuracy requirement of the Doppler rate and thus cut down the computational complexity, which had been used in Mar exploration. Also some effort to further reduce the complexity about this algorithm had been done in [12] . But the performance had degraded a little. Then, an Adaptive Line Enhancer (ALE) was applied before the FFT acquisition to improve the acquisition performance and reduce the acquisition time [14] . And the output SNR and the dynamic detection ability were also enhanced.
(2) For the carrier tracking, once the large carrier frequency offset was estimated and compensated, the mature FLL-PLL technique [2] can be adopted to not only exploit the FLL accommodation ability for high dynamics signals, but also take advantage of the PLL for the high tracking phase accuracy. They obtained good performance by careful loop parameter design. With the development of carrier synchronization, they had also been implemented in the QPSK software defined radio [15] and SOQPSK satellite modem [16] efficiently.
According to the above analysis of the existing carrier acquisition and tracking algorithms for high dynamic and weak signals in satellite communications, we further analyze the principle of the periodogram based carrier capture algorithm and adjust the coherent accumulation of the FFT based segment periodogram calculation to improve the acquisition performance. So in this paper, the FFT base frequency-domain cyclic shifting Periodogram accumulation algorithm is proposed to simplify the coarse carrier acquisition in the first stage. Then, in the second stage, the CPAFC based FLL-PLL structure is applied for precise tracking of the small residual Doppler frequency and Doppler rate by compensating them. And in the FLL-PLL structure, a second-order CPAFC carriier tracking structure [7] is designed, followed by a third-order PLL structure, which had been analyzed for the optimized phase lock and tracking performance [17] - [19] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the baseband equivalent high dynamic signal model. In Section III, the improved FFT based by frequencydomain shifting accumulation is proposed and analyzed for its acquisition accuracy and computational complexity. Then, the joint FLL-PLL with pre-compensation of Doppler rate is given to improve traditional tracking algorithms in Section IV. In Section V, the simulation shows that the proposed joint frequency recovery obtains a precise acquisition and tracking of the carrier frequency under extremely low SNR and high dynamic environment. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM DIAGRAM AND DOPPLER SIGNAL MODEL
In this paper, a hierarchical carrier offset estimation and adaptive compensation algorithm is employed, where the FFT frequency domain coarse carrier acquisition is performed and compensated before the fine FLL-PLL carrier tracking. The block diagram of a general carrier acquisition and tracking is shown in Fig. 1 . The frequency of the baseband equivalent signals received in the satellite ground station includes the Doppler frequency, Doppler rate and even much higher order frequency change rate. Similar to the analysis in [12] , the signal frequency can use the first-order constant acceleration model based on the high dynamic motion model of Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). So for a QPSK modulation system, the received complex baseband signal r(t) is expressed as
where A is the information bit to be modulated and transmitted with the value of "1" or "-1", f c , f d and a are the ideal carrier frequency, the Doppler frequency and the Doppler rate, n(t) is the complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with mean 0 and variance σ 2 (i.e. n(t)~N(0, σ 2 )). The Doppler parameters of f d and a are required to be accurately estimated and compensated in the carrier synchronization algorithm.
In practice, the signal is sampled at the receiver and the algorithm can be processed digitally. Suppose there are N samples in a given time slot T, the sampled signal r(n) from (1) can be expressed as 
where n d (n) is the sampled AWGN n(t) in (1) . Given the local complex carrier exp(-j2πf c Tn/N) from the adaptive Numerical Control Oscillator (NCO) in Fig. 1 , the output signal after mixing and low pass filtering is given as 
where n dn (n) is also the AWGN, except that the sampled AWGN n d (n) is shifted in frequency by f c T/N. Due to the large initial carrier frequency offsets, the bandwidth of the Low Pass Filter (LPF) in Fig. 1 should be greater than the maximum carrier frequency and allow most energy pass of the carrier signals. But it also brings much noise into the filtered signals, which requires that the algorithm can work at low SNRs.
Then in the carrier acquisition, the Doppler frequency and Doppler rate are searched in two dimensions of their possible range and the estimates of them are compensated for the small residual carrier offsets in the receiver, which obtains rather good carrier tracking performance by the traditional FLL-PLL based method and accomplishes the complete carrier synchronization. Meanwhile, before the carrier acquisition and tracking, the signal frequency is very large and it greatly increases the calculation burden. So the signals should be down sampled by a decimator at first to reduce the computation burden.
III. IMPROVED PERIODOGRAM SHIFTING ACCUMULATION ALGORITHM FOR COARSE CARRIER ACQUISITION
The carrier of the above mentioned signal with carrier offsets can be coarsely captured by the FFT frequency based periodogram method [20] . Firstly, we just consider a pure signal r p (n) after the mixing and the low pass filtering in (3) without noise contamination and it is A×exp[j(2πfdTn/N+πaT 2 n 2 /N 2 )]. Having a FFT on each data r p (n) and calculating and averaging the square of the module of the FFT computations, the final result of the periodogram algorithm is expressed as follows. 
In the above optimization Eq. (5), the relationship of P(f k ) with the carrier frequency parameters of f d and a is the key to solve the optimization. From (4), it is obvious that the maximization of P(f k ) can be obtained when the Under low SNR environment, the bandwidth of the carrier tracking system is usually very narrow. This also requires the narrow bandwidth of the frequency change rate of the signal to be demodulated. In order to capture the carrier of large frequency change rate, the possible occurred dynamic range of the Doppler frequency and rate should be divided for several segments. In the algorithm, the Doppler frequency and the first-order derivation of it are considered. The Doppler frequency and rate can be divided into several ranges for the two dimensional searching of their optimal estimates. And the possible searching range of the Doppler rate is set as [a min , a max ]. Each input signal for the carrier acquisition will be multiplied by the preset Doppler frequency rate. When the Doppler frequency rate in one branch closely approaches the true Doppler rate, the maximum average periodogram peak occurs. And the estimated Doppler rate can be obtained. So in each divided branch, the frequency change rate of the signals can be recognized as negligible. And the carrier acquisition can be carried out in each segment with FFT computation in (4) and the estimates of the Doppler parameters are obtained by the maximization of P(f k ). So according to the above two dimensional searching of the periodogram algorithm, the received signal after the mixing and LPF can be divided into M continuous sub-data segment for separate periodogram calculation and each of them sustains for ΔT=T/M.
After N samples (equivalently after the T second), the successive cycle of the intermediate signal r'(n) in (3) is expressed as follows.
where C N is represented as
which is a constant independent of n. Then, the FFT of the signal is expressed as
According to the above analysis, the two dimensional periodogram frequency acquisitions with FFT frequency domain shifting accumulation can be listed as follows.
Since the nature of the carrier acquisition is the searching in the value space of the Doppler frequency and rate, a total of M Doppler frequencies and R Doppler rates are carried out for the optimal carrier estimation. So the signal r p (n) is multiplied by R Doppler rates in the range and the final signal x l (n) is expressed as
where a l (1≤l≤R) represents the l-th supposed carrier frequency rate in the searching range. After multiplication, the sequence {x l (n)} is divided into M continuous sub-data segments with time interval ΔT=T/M. (5), can be obtained by searching the maximum P(f k ). In addition, the algorithm can be further improved for low complexity. Two measures of the improvement can be the variable sampling and the replacement of time domain multiplication by the frequency domain cyclic shifting. They are described as follows.
1) Variable rate sampling.
In the above analyses, the proposed carrier acquisition works under low SNR and high dynamic environment. But the sampling before FFT calculation in the algorithm is fixed, which leads to some problems. Suppose the Doppler rate is a constant in the searching range, the preprocessed signal r'(n) for carrier acquisition in (3) is.
where a is a constant and θ is the phase offset. If the fixed sampling is adopted, the variation of the carrier phase will be nonlinearity of the high order of acceleration due to the change of frequency change rate. So the phase offsets between the adjacent sampling points are time variant. At this moment, the frequency distribution of the FFT of these signal samples is very hard to be converged on a narrow range and they will scatter at a rather wide region. And this phenomenon is the so called platform effect, which has a great influence in the carrier acquisition decision. The fixed rate sampling method results in a spread of the estimated frequency since it will not compensate the sampling offset caused by frequency errors. However, the sampling rate can also be adjusted to reduce the phenomenon to a large extent. By the variable rate sampling, it can adjust the sampling rate exactly suited to the ideal and most proper samples for estimation. And the corresponding variable sampling rate method is proposed and analyzed as follows. The sampled signal r(n) in (2) is used here for variable rate sampling analysis. The sampling frequency and signal carrier frequency are f s and f c . Assume the precondition f s >>f c , the signal frequency can be approximately considered as invariant. At the time instance n=0, the initial digital phase offset Δθ(0) is
where T s (0) and f s (0) are the initial sampling period and frequency at time instance 0. At other time instance n<N, the normalized digital phase offset Δθ(n) is
where f(n) is the instantaneous frequency of the moment n. Given the precondition that the phase offset at each sampling is a constant, there is
After simple transform of (13), there is
where k' is the constant coefficient in the second item and it is the variable factor to be used in the variable sampling. So the normalized digital frequency can be obtained. When the precondition (f s >>f c ) is not satisfied, the normalized digital frequency can also be obtained, which can be analyzed as follows.
Suppose the adjacent sampling moment m and m+1, the phase difference in this time interval is Based on (14) and (15), we can get the phase offset due to the sampling and it is given as
And the phase offset by the signal is calculated as
In order to get the same phase offset between (16) and (17), i.e. Δ 1 θ=Δ 2 θ, the variable factor to be used in the variable sampling is as follows.
Finally, we have a numeric verification about the effect of the fixed and the variable rate sampling of the FFT calculation of the signals with carrier frequency offset. From the fixed rate sampling method shown in Fig. 2  (a) , the maximum amplitudes occur not only in the true frequency offset f c =1kHz, but also persists for a rather wide range from 1kHz to 1.3 kHz, which deteriorates the performance of the frequency estimation. But from the improved variable rate sampling method shown in Fig. 2  (b) , the maximum amplitudes concentrate on a very narrow band around the true frequency offset f c =1kHz, which greatly improves the possible carrier acquisition with high resolution. In addition, it not only removes the frequency spread platform effect, but also has higher amplitude response, almost 30-40 times of the former contrast fixed rate sampling method, which helps improve the carrier acquisition a lot.
2) Replacement of the time domain multiplication with the frequency domain cyclic shifting.
In the periodogram carrier acquisition algorithm, the input signals are multiplied by the preset Doppler frequency change rates in each branch. When the Doppler frequency change rate in one branch closely approaches the true one, there will be a maximum of the average accumulation of the periodogram algorithm. The location in the maximum value is the estimated frequency. And the preset Doppler change rate is the optimal estimation of itself. In this process, the multiplication of the received signal with a Doppler frequency change rate is followed by the FFT computation. So it can be improved for low complexity as follows.
Due to the property that a signal multiplied by a rotate factor is equivalent to the signal in frequency domain with a shift of frequency [20] , the FFT cyclic shifting accumulation algorithm is employed to eliminate the multiplication of the pre-compensation of the possible frequency offset in the search algorithm.
Faced with the different Doppler rate, the FFT of the signal in the same time span can be obtained by the cyclic shifting FFT of the signal in the initial time span at a different rate aT. Consequently, the compensation to the signal Doppler rate can be accomplished by the shifting of the digital frequency of signal in reverse direction at a different rate. Finally, the schematic of the proposed carrier acquisition is shown in Fig. 2 
Received signals r(n) Fig. 3 . FFT frequency shifting accumulation periodogram algorithm for coarse carrier acquisition. The term "VS" and "ACC" in the figure stand for "variable rate sampling" and "accumulation", respectively
In Fig. 3 , m=1, 2,…, M, the cyclically shifting number k 1 , k 2 , …, k R in every matching branch are correspond to the Doppler rate estimation a 1 , a 2 , …, a R for the local carrier frequency acceleration. R is the number of the branches. Assuming the sampling frequency f s as the total number of the sampling points at each time instance T, there is the following relationship of 2 / , 1, 2, ,
After M branches of FFT calculation with average and accumulation, the amplitude in the i-th branch may get the maximum value and the corresponding preset a i is the Doppler rate estimation. The peak point is the prediction of the frequency offset Δf, and the initial carrier frequency is obtained as f c +Δf. If the amplitude of the peak point is larger than the preset threshold, the carrier frequency acquisition is successful. Otherwise, the searching is failed and no carrier is captured. And the threshold should be decided by the real transmission situations in order to avoid the false carrier capture mainly caused by random noise, which is used to reduce the false alarm probability of the carrier acquisition.
The M branch of FFT calculation and maximum peak point searching are carried out parallel for high efficiency and the complexity of the N points FFT calculation is also reduced as the M times of N/M points FFT calculation.
In practice, the algorithm may encounter the situation where k i is not an integer and the rounding operation will affect acquisition performance. To solve the problem, some zeros are often padded to the sampling data for l times before the FFT computation. Compared with the carrier acquisition algorithm proposed in [10] , the proposed algorithm obtains similar acquisition accuracy and acquisition probability, as well as the computational complexity reduced by l times. Assuming that N is the number of the FFT points, the frequency estimation satisfies f dres <f s /N and the Doppler rate estimation satisfies a dres <(a max -a min )/l/2 after the completion of the coarse carrier acquisition. The acquisition probability is up to 96 %. The output signal of the local NCO after completion of carrier acquisition is expressed as where θ is the initial phase offset.
IV. JOINT CPAFC BASED FLL AND PLL CARRIER TRACKING LOOPS FOR FINE CARRIER TRACKING
After the completion of coarse carrier acquisition, the carrier tracking loop for fine carrier synchronization is carried out with all Doppler frequency and Doppler rate are compensated in the first stage. And the schematic block diagram of the carrier tracking is shown in Fig. 4 . FLL can reach lower tracking threshold compared with PLL, which is suited for weak signal demodulation. It has better resistance against high dynamics and interference. But it has rather large frequency estimate errors. On the contrary, PLL can reach high tracking accuracy but it is very sensitive to the large dynamics and interference. Consequently, the PLL is turned on to track carrier once the FLL tracking is locked. This scheme not only improves the tracking robustness, but also improves the tracking accuracy. When the former coarse carrier acquisition is completed and compensated, the successive frequency signal still has residual Doppler frequency and Doppler rate. So a second-order FLL assisted third-order PLL is used here as the carrier tracking to make sure no steady-state carrier phase errors in the demodulation.
After completion of carrier acquisition, the baseband signal entering carrier tracking module is indicated as 
where f dres and a res are the residual Doppler frequency and the Doppler rate after coarse carrier compensation, n dnres (n) is also the output noise, which can be generated by a sampled AWGN passing through the coarse carrier acquisition and compensation module, and it can be modeled as the narrow band AWGN within the signal bandwidth range. The aim of the carrier tracking is the completion of the precise estimation of f dres and a res to guarantee the good carrier demodulation performance. From Fig. 4 , the orthogonal signals I(k) and Q(k) after LPF & decimator module can be expressed as
where T' is the inverse of the sampling frequency after down sampling. Meanwhile, the output of the cross-product frequency discriminator (FD) is approximately calculated as
where nΔ fFD is the noise brought by the CPAFC loop. And the output of the phase discriminator (PD) is
where nΔ fPD is the noise brought by the PLL loop. When the residual Doppler rate a res isn't equal to 0, the result of the FD in the CPAFC-FLL is the linear function interfered by the noise with the slop. And the output of the PD in the PLL is the second parabolic function interfered by the introduced noise too.
Based on the above analyses, the joint second-order FLL aided third-order PLL can be designed in Fig. 5 .
If the loop bandwidth is properly chosen, the difference between the ideal and practical carrier tracking threshold is very small. One instance of the loop parameters in the FLL and PLL are shown in Table. I. The parameters of w f and w p are the natural circular frequency of the loop filters and valued 17.45 and 22.27, respectively. In the normal fine carrier tracking, the loop bandwidth B PLL must be set to a very small value to get high tracking accuracy. And only very small carrier Doppler rate can be tolerated by the loop, otherwise it may be out of locking and fail to track the carrier. So the Doppler rate should be corrected a lot in the FLL and the B PLL must be set to a rather large value initially until the carrier frequency is locked well. Also a preceded coarse carrier acquisition should be adopted to correct most of the carrier frequency errors and then the carrier track can perform well.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND R
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed carrier acquisition and tracking algorithm, the estimates of the frequency and phase are simulated and compared with the corresponding ideal carrier parameters. And the results of carrier acquisition and tracking are as follows.
In the first stage of coarse carrier acquisition, two dimensional searching of the Doppler frequency and Doppler rate are based on the 8 segment parallel search of the max amplitude by the periodogram algorithm. The signal model for simulation is established as all digital sampling in (2). The step of the Doppler rate is 20Hz/s in each branch of searching with totally 32 branches. After down sampling, the signal sampling frequency of each frequency segment is 800 kHz. The Monte Carlo simulation of 2000 times is executed in the coarse carrier acquisition according to the carrier acquisition block diagram in Fig. 2 .
Firstly, we check out the performance of the proposed algorithm at different SNRs, especially at very low SNRs. The experiment parameters are as follows. The data rate is 10 kbps, the carrier offset is 1kHz, the number of total simulation points is 10 6 , the initial sampling rate is 4kHz and the coefficient of the variable step of the sampling, i.e. k' in (14), is 0.2. The amplitude of the periodogram algorithm is calculated at SNR of 0dB and -20dB, respectively. The 2048 point FFT computation is adopted and the resolution ratio of the spectrum analysis is f s (0)/N , i.e. 4k/2048=2Hz, at first and then it is increased with the variable step sampling rate described in (14) , Then, after FFT transformation, the spectrum of the signals at SNR of 0dB and -20dB are shown in Fig. 6  (a)&(b) , respectively. From Fig. 6 , larger noises in the received signals result in the phenomena of more false estimated amplitude of the FFT spectrum near the optimal estimate of frequency offset. And it can be explained by the periodogram algorithm in equation (4) by adding a noise item in the received signal r p (n). Since the square operation of the true signal added by a noise, there will be the two items of the true signal multiplied by a noise and the square of the noise in the true periodogram power spectrum. So the effect of the noise influences the estimation resolution of the amplitude of the FFT spectrum. Then, at different SNRs as 0dB and -20dB, the peaks of the amplitude of FFT spectrum all occur at the actual frequency point of 1 kHz in Fig. 6 . So by the proposed two-dimensional carrier acquisition algorithm, the carrier can be captured at extremely low SNRs, i.e. as low as -20dB. So the proposed carrier acquisition can be used in the satellite system under high dynamic and low SNR environment efficiently.
Finally, the simulation is carried out with the above parameters and the proposed carrier acquisition algorithm, the acquisition result is shown in Table. II. In Table II , the proposed carrier acquisition algorithm obtains rather good performance with high resolution of carrier acquisition. And it can work at a broad range of Doppler frequency and rate with low residual estimation errors, which makes it very pragmatic in practice.
In the second stage of carrier tracking, the traditional FLL-PLL loop and proposed tracking loop in Fig. 4 is adopted to perform the carrier tracking simulation. The experiment parameters are as follows. Total 2×10 4 points are simulated in the carrier tracking system. The data rate is 10kbps, the maximum of the absolute value of the frequency offset is 300kHz, the initial Doppler frequency offset is also 300kHz and the absolute value of the frequency accelerate rate is 30kHz/s. With the above parameters, the relationship between the final instantaneous frequency error and the varying time is shown in Fig. 7 , where the residual frequency tracking offsets, the Frequency offsets by frequency acceleration (mainly tracking and compensating the Doppler rate) and the residual phase tracking offsets are displayed. In Fig. 7(a) , the carrier frequency offset is very close to zero at the simulation sample point 2500, which indicated that the frequency tracking is locked. At the same time, shown in the 7(b), the Doppler rate is well tracked and the slope of the curve is almost constant, which solves the Doppler rate. So after this moment, the carrier frequency is well locked and eliminated. From Fig. 7(c) , the carrier phase offsets by the proposed tracking method has been eliminated almost to zero at the simulation sample point of 10 4 , which shows a good carrier phase tracking performance. In this procedure, the carrier phase can be tracked well until the accurate carrier frequency tracking is achieved. So the stabilization of the phase offset should be later than that of the frequency offset.
Under the same experiment parameters, the secondorder FLL and third-order PLL all can't track the high dynamic signals separately. The PLL can't track rather large frequency acceleration, while the FLL can only track frequency offset, but it can't track carrier phase. However, they are complementary and can jointly track the high dynamic carrier signal cooperatively. At the same time, if there are rather large initial carrier frequency and phase offsets, it costs much time to finish the tracking the carrier. So the coarse carrier acquisition can help reduce the residual carrier errors for the fast tracking in the second stage. Therefore, the two-stage carrier acquisition and tracking must be optimized together for much lower complexity and less latency, which is required in practice.
The computational complexity of the proposed carrier acquisition and tracking algorithm decreases a lot when compared with that in Ref. [10] , since the reduction of multiply operation before the FFT calculation replaced by the equivalent cyclic shifting of the data after FFT computation. Given the N-point FFT calculation, the corresponding reduction of the computational complexity can be listed in Table. III as follows. Here, k s is the average of the Doppler estimation for the local carrier frequency acceleration described in Section III. From Table III , the complexity is reduced a lot since the processing of the shifting of the data for FFT calculation is trivial. Also the N-point FFT calculation is replaced with the M N/M-point FFT calculation, which cuts off some complexity too. Different from the algorithm in [4] , the variable rate sampling is used in this algorithm for much more accurate carrier acquisition. Otherwise, the Doppler frequency will spread to a rather small range, which deteriorates the acquisition accuracy and affects the carrier recovery effect.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the associated twostage carrier acquisition and tracking for high dynamic and weak satellite signals efficiently. In the first stage, the coarse carrier acquisition, mainly the estimation of the Doppler frequency and Doppler rate, is implemented by the FFT frequency domain cyclic shifting accumulation of the modified variable rate sampling periodogram method at a moderate complexity. In the second stage, a second-order FLL accompanied by a third-order PLL is designed to perform the carrier tracking and combat the residual carrier offsets after the compensation of the carrier offsets by their estimates from stage one under extremely low SNR and high dynamic environments. The simulation results show that the proposed method provides a rather precise carrier acquisition of frequency estimate of less than 20Hz at the cost of rather low complexity. And it can be further corrected by the selffeedback loop mechanism of the FLL-PLL even at extremely low SNRs. Therefore, the proposed carrier acquisition and tracking can be efficiently applied in the real time carrier synchronization of the satellite TT&C systems with good performance and low complexity.
